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• Spatial Disorientation (SD) may 
result from improper sense of 
aircraft position, motion, or attitude 
with respect to the fixed coordinate 
system of the earth’s surface and 
the gravitational vertical. 

• SD has remained a significant 
cause of military RW aviation 
mishaps. 





• British military RW community, SD remains a causal or 
contributory factor in about one-third of serious accidents

• SD carries a disproportionate penalty with respect to 
fatality rates when compared to non-SD accidents 

• UK military SD incident rate per flying hours was higher for 
RW than other aircraft types (2x fast jet); greatest numbers 
among Apache and Wildcat airframes



“The practical problem remains as to how the subject should be 
taught and demonstrated to each successive generation of 
pilots to forewarn them and maintain their awareness of the 
potential dangers of disorientation in flight.”                (Stott, 2013)

• Instruction (teaching, education): “…provision of 
systematic (methodological—according to a plan) 
information about a subject or skill.”

• Demonstration: “…showing evidence of, or provoking the 
working of…”

• Training: “…to bring or come to a desired state of efficiency 
or condition of behavior…”

Oxford English Reference Dictionary, 2nd Ed.



• Focus limited training resources toward areas of highest risk 
including recognizing incipient SD at times of high 
workload or deceptive visual cues

• Employment of contextual and interactive learning 
(“training space” incorporating workload, CRM, and relevant 
environments)

• AvMed tri-Service, layered approach in instruction for RW 
pilots

1. Classroom academics and disorientation trainer 

2. In-flight SD demonstration is provided within basic flying 
training

3. Refresher training using interactive synthetics or in-flight 
sorties then provided at least every 5 years



• Ten SD bespoke training 
scenarios jointly developed 

• Multidisciplinary input 
(aviation medicine, QHIs, and 
simulation technicians) 

• Scenarios are embedded 
within other routine 
simulator periods focused 
on non-SD training 
objectives

• Brevity, simplicity, and minimal 
training interruption key







• Standard survey instrument 
construct

• Basic demographics

• Self-reported SD-related training 
& historical experience

• 7-point Likert-scale assessment 
scales

• Free-form comment area

• Separate/associated assessment 
by instructor with independent 
determination of SD



1. SD important contributor to accidents? (overall)

2. Relevant to role & experience? (sortie)

3. Raised SD awareness? (sortie)

4. Prepared you to prevent, mitigate or respond to SD? (sortie)



• 69 surveys were completed over a 
six-month training cycle 

• 7-point Likert-scale assessments: 
elevated median scores (6.0, 
respectively) across all four categories

• Elevated scoring of range of previous 
SD training received: good 
penetrance 

• Of all sorties flown, the majority of 
aircrew (68%) became disoriented 
at some point during the sortie



• Experience

• Median Total Flying Hours (TFH): 1300 (range: 300, 
6700, SD = 1423.7)

• Median Flying Hours on Type: 500 (range: 100, 2000, 
SD = 508.5)

• Previous SD instruction/training

• Lecture (90%)

• Disorientation trainer (90%)

• In-flight SD demonstration (81%)

• Previous simulator scenario-based training (74%)



Comments

None

Lecture/academics

Disorientation trainer

In-flight sortie/demonstration

Simulator training

*1-point per category



• Historical SD incident experience (31%)

• Significant (“could have been nasty”) or severe (“lucky 
to get away with it”)

• NS relationship between high/low experience cohorts 
(χ2(1,65) = 2.34, P = 0.12)

• SD experienced during training sortie (68%)

• NS TFH [χ2(1,66) = 0.29, P = 0.59]

• NS FHOT [χ2 (1,66) = 0.76, P = 0.38]

“M ost of  the scenarios I would not put m yself  in that situation. H owever, 
this is a good opportunity to raise awareness to pilots that all can go 
wrong quickly and horribly if  your choices/ decisions are questionable.”







• Self-reported

• Bias

• Social desirability (self-portrayal within a favorable light)

• Central tendency (avoidance of extremes in ratings)

• Acquiescence (desire to agree)

• Survey length was intentionally kept short 
(minimize training intrusion/effort of attention)

• Careless response and response inconsistency

• Others



• Differences between instruction, demonstration, and 
training: training brings not only information and the 
provision of evidence but “…a desired state of efficiency 
or condition of behavior...” 

• Favorable aircrew perceptions of training objective 
success

• Overall SD hazard awareness

• Relevance to role and experience

• Awareness of preconditions and contributing elements

• Prevent, mitigate, and respond

• Good penetrance of changes to multi-modal training 
paradigm



• True multidisciplinary input: “whole-of-team effort” 

• Training scenarios embedded within other routine extant 
simulator periods

• Integrate and flex:

• Urgency/stress mission imperative (e.g., pickup of 
deteriorating casualty) 

• Workload (e.g., operating at edges of aircraft 
performance)

• Distraction (e.g., aircraft system malfunction)

“M any pilots have com m ented on how quickly a f light trajectory can go 
from  safe to unsafe when attention is diverted away from  the flying task. 
This is particularly true when the aircra  is m aneuvering at low level.”  
(Stott, 2013)



• Evidence (limited) in support of bespoke SD training 
scenarios within a synthetic training environment

• Merits of the synthetic environment include: 

• Flexible ability to address root causes

• Provision of an interactive and immersive environment

• Compatibility with extant tactics and mission 
configurations

• SD simulator-based training can serve as an important 
component of a layered, multimodal approach
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